
 

American Society of Acupuncturists 
5th Annual Council Congress Report 

May 1st, 2020 Zoom Meeting  

Dear Colleagues, 

The ASA Council met for our 5th Annual Council Congress on May 1st, 2020. While we were 
scheduled to meet in person in Washington DC, immediately preceding our ASA 2020 
Conference, our conference had to be canceled due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. However, our 
resilient Council joined us at our 5th Annual Council Congress meeting via Zoom. We now 
complete five years of existence as an organization, and our first generative cycle! Many of us 
have been working for years more than this, but our American Society of Acupuncturists is now 
officially five, and we should take pause to think back on the tremendous growth and 
development that has occurred during this time.   

We went from being a general conceptualization to an incorporated entity, growing quickly and 
blooming onto the world stage.  We have seen tremendous fruits of our labors, and we will now 
be seeing some exciting changes. We thank all of you who are members of your state 
associations, and all who help move this profession forward.  

Special thanks to everyone who attended the meeting as a delegate or guest, and to 
our fantastic board for gracefully and graciously crafting this event.

Sincerely,

The Board of the American Society of Acupuncturists

David Miller, Candace Sarges, LiMing Tseng,  
Olivia Hsu Friedman, Amy E. Mager, Zeyiad Elias,  
Christine Cronin, Jason Bussell, Charis Wolf 
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ASA	Vo&ng	Member	Organiza&on

AK Alaska Acup Association Brian Yelverton

AZ Asian Med Acupuncturists of Arizona Lloyd G Wright, Della Estrada

CalATMA California Acu and Trad Med Assoc Scott Phelps

CSOMA California State OM Assoc Christy Vitiello, Sarah Hart

CO Acup Assoc of Colorado

Jessica Sylvanson, 

Tuesday Wasserman

CT Connecticut Society of Acupuncturists Margaret C Barili, Matt Maneggia

DC Acup Soc of Washington, DC Amy Lewis (AL), Marjorie Shovlin

FAA Florida Acupuncture Assoc Hongjian He, Daiyi Tang

FSOMA Florida State OM Assoc Jennifer Broadwell, Sandra Kahn

IL Illinois Society of Acupuncturists Melinda Camardella, Samara Reigh

IN Indiana Society of Acupuncturists Bryce Utt, David Simpson

KY Kentucky State Acu Assoc Jenny Marie Greenough

MA Acu Soc of Massachusetts

Linda Robinson-Hidas (LRH), 

Emilie Gerber-Kunicka

MD Maryland Acup Society Tracy Soltesz, Denise Tyson

ME Maine Assoc of Acu and OM

Tobey Williamson, 

Jessica Peck-Lindsey

MI Michigan Society of Acupuncturists Henry A Buchtel

MN Minnesota Acupuncture Association Korina St. John

MO Acupuncture Assoc of Missouri Janet L Lee

NC North Carolina Soc for Acu & Asian Med

Daniel Hughston Armstrong, 

Linda Tolentino

NE Nebraska Acu & OM Assoc Donna Huber, John Hurt

NH New Hampshire Acu & Asian Med Assoc Adam Learner, Lindsey Sisson
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NJ New Jersey Assoc of AOM Tinna Kim, Jaime Wherry

NM New Mexico Soc For Acup & Asian Med John Scott, Yvonne Walston

NY Acu Soc of New York Michelle Wright, Timur Lokshin

OH Ohio Assoc of AOM Christine Kaiser, Susan Veleber

OR Oregon Assoc of Acupuncturists Beth Howlett, Ross McCallum

PA Assoc for Prof Acu in Pennsylvania Heather Shultz, Charles Illingworth

RI The Rhode Island Society of Acupuncture Mary Claire Dilks

TN Tennessee Acupuncture Council Sarah Prater, William Alexander

VA Acupuncture Society of Virginia

Elaine Wolf Komarow, 

Edward Vernon

VT Vermont Acupuncture Association Dianne Barclay

WA Washington Acu & Eastern Med Assoc Maria Hunter

WI Wisconsin Society of Acupuncturists Michelle S Meramour, Louis Jin

Non Voting State Association

HI Hawaii Acupuncture Association Becky Jacobs

ASA Board of Directors & Committee Chairs

ASA Chair Olivia Hsu Friedman (OHF)

ASA Secretary Christine Cronin (CC)

ASA Vice Chair Amy E. Mager (AEM)

ASA Vice Chair Zeyiad Elias (ZE)

ASA Immediate Past Chair David Miller (DM)

ASA Treasurer Jason Bussell (JB)

ASA Board Member-at-Large LiMing Tseng (LMT)

ASA Temporary Board Appointee Candace Sarges (CS)
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Secretary Report - (LiMing Tseng - LMT) 

The 2020 ASA Council is comprised of 34 Voting State 
Member Associations (representing 4,975 professional 
members). 33 of the 34 are present and accounted for 
at this meetings, attaining a quorum. 
  
State Introductions & Updates: Report of State 
Updates as presented completed by Council State 
Associations (voting members and non-voting 
members). Council is asked to review to share 
resources and ideas with other state organizations. 

Treasurer’s Report (Jason Bussell - JB):  
ASA’s retained earnings for 2019 was $34,956.  Projected earnings for 2020 is $3,891. The major 
difference between the 2 years is a result of ASA 2020 Conference cancellation due to COVID-19. 

Bylaws Change Proposal: 
The ASA BOD is recommending bylaw changes to best support the ASA BOD, acknowledging this is the 
first ASA Chair transition, to include more than one Vice Chair. The board reviewed the ASA Bylaws (June 
2019 update) and proposed the following bylaws changes. The Council voted and approved the ability to 
place more than one individual into Vice Chair status and the removal of the immediate past chair as an 
officer and to provide the IPC with a term range of 1-3 years.   

ASA Temporary Board Appointee Charis Wolf (CW)

ASA JASA Chair Jennifer	Stone	(JS)

ASA Insurance Committee Chair Mori West (MW)

ASA Student Committee Chair Alexandria	Russell	(AR)

ASA Guests

CCAOM Roberta	Herman

CCAOM Mis9	Oxford-Pickerel

NCCAOM Mina	Larson

ASA Member Organization Absent

TX Texas Assoc of Acu & OM
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New ASA Board of Directors: 
ASA Chair: Olivia Hsu Friedman (OHF) 
ASA Vice Chairs: Zeyiad Elias (ZE) and  
 Amy E. Mager (AEM) 
ASA Secretary: Christine Cronin (CC) 
ASA Treasurer: Jason Bussell (JB) 
ASA Immediate Past Chair: David Miller (DM) 
ASA Board Member at Large:  LiMing Tseng (LMT) 
ASA Temporary Board Member at Large  
 Appointees: Charis Wolf & Candace Sarges 

Outgoing and Incoming Officers 

DM, LMT, and CS have served on the ASA Board 
since its 2015 inception, having served 5 years of the 6 year term limits, they will serve their remaining 
year as Board Member At Large (LMT, CS) and IPC (DM) to advise the new board in their roles. They 
have all served on the Boards of the President’s Council and Council of the State Associations. They 
express their gratitude for all the work of past, present, and future acupuncture profession leaders. 

The ASA was born at a difficult time for our profession. We have grown to a place when the ASA serves 
as the leading voice of the acupuncture profession in the United States. Internal and external industries 
look to us for the knowledge-base for American acupuncture. We have developed an industry presence 
for national and international representation for licensed acupuncturists in the United States. 

ASA recognizes and expresses gratitude for the work of LiMing Tseng, former secretary, Candace 
Sarges, former IPC and David Miller, IPC.  

Olivia Hsu Friedman will lead the ASA with a focus on building our profession through a unified vision, 
and strategic planning and problem solving to meet our challenges and propel our profession forward. 
Congratulations and gratitude to our new Board members as we continue to strengthen the acupuncture 
profession in the United States. ZE, AEM, CC, JB, CW express their appreciation for the Council and the 
opportunity to lead the profession forward.  

ASA BOD has been working for many months for a smooth ASA leadership transition with our national 
and local organizations.  ASA BOD also expresses gratitude for the hard work of our Council. 

  NCCAOM Greetings by Mina Larson, CEO 
 NCCAOM is pleased with the ASA collaboration and has devoted much of their    
 staff to collaborate with our ASA NCCAOM Town Halls. ASA also recognizes and   
 thanks Mina Larson, Afua Bromley, former NCCAOM Board Chair, Iman Majd,  
 current Board Chair and the rest of the NCCAOM Board and Staff for    

             their collaboration. 
 

Greetings from CCAOM, Roberta Herman and Misti Oxford Pickerel 
Misti is the ASA liaison for the CCAOM. CCAOM is promoting schools as 
ASA College and University Sponsor. CCAOM meeting was previously 
scheduled to be immediately following the ASA 2020 Conference in DC. 
CCAOM congratulates the work of the ASA. 
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Major Initiatives of the ASA 

COVID-19 
The ASA COVID-19 Resource Page has been providing 
information for practitioners since the end of February and 
continues to provide up to date information for our profession, 
including resources for returning to work and herbal medicine 
best practices by our Herbal Committee. ASA is referring 
practitioners to the CCAOM Clinical Advisory for more specific   

 return to work guidelines.  

ASA NCCAOM Town Hall - OHF, ASA coordinator 
ASA and NCCAOM’s weekly Town Halls is the first continuous 
collaboration between ASA and NCCAOM. These successful 
Town Halls come at a time when our profession needs 
guidance on the current COVID-19 pandemic situation. OHF 
works with NCCAOM to make these weekly broadcasts 
possible with subject area experts to address up to date needs 
for practitioners such as CARES Act and Return to Work 
information. All the information can be found on our ASAcu.org 
website and NCCAOM website. With 3,000 Town Hall participants weekly, ASA has added over 2000 
acupuncturists who were previously not on our mailing list or ASA state associations member lists. This 
will hopefully reflect in increased state associations membership.  ASA thanks the NCCAOM for their 
great collaboration 

Integrative Healthcare Policy Consortium - 
IHPC (DM, ASA Rep to IHPC) 
ASA is a member of the IHPC. This group 
represents the largest collaborative of Integrative 
Medicine Groups such as chiropractors and 
homeopaths. IHPC helped the US Congress to put 
forth the Congressional Integrative Medicine 
Caucus. 

ASA 2020 Conference - LMT, Committee Chair 
LMT, DM, OHF, CC, AEM, ZE, JB, Marie Najjar, 
Mori West, Michelle Wright, Alexandria Russell and 
David Peters worked hard to put together an ASA 
2020 Conference program that brought together our industry leaders. A Health Fair, organized by AEM, 
and Advocacy Day were planned. Due to COVID-19, the ASA 
2020 Conference & Health Fair and Advocacy Day in 
Washington DC had to be canceled.  
Save the date for ASA 2021 on April 17-19, 2021 in 
Washington DC! 

Website Committee - OHF, Committee Chair 
OHF shared the initial planning and selection for this project at 
our 2018 Council Congress. In the 2019 ASA Council 
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Congress, the state association template was shared, using Illinois as the model. Now, in 2020, 13 state 
associations are currently using the ASA platform for state association websites, with five associations in 
mid-development. After state association website completion and payment, state associations own their 
websites. Associations go through training with D&P before launching their websites. To reduce confusion 
for association members, it is imperative that states turn off their previous websites before turning on the 
new website. The speed and timing of the membership transition are dependent on the organization. 
There is no external time limitation set for website transitions. Each state is unique with its membership 
situations, a la cart options are available. We have learned a lot from these experiences. ASA thanks 
state leaders such as Maggie Barili and Kelly Hora, who have assisted other state associations with their 
expertise.  

Over the next year, ASA hopes to remodel the ASAcu.org website and also build a Web Platform 2.0 to 
benefit all state associations including online forums and a research library.  

Strategic Planning Group (SPG) - OHF 
This SPG started with OHF, DM, CS and Bryn Clark. With assistance through SCORE advisors (former 
nonprofit strategic planner and a marketing specialist), reviewing the history and future of the ASA. A 
series of surveys were discussed for qualitative and quantitative analyses to understand U.S. 
acupuncturists. Lovell Grant offered an opportunity to create professional surveys with a professional paid 
marketing team. As Lovell only grants funds to 501(c)3, ASA needed a fiscal sponsor due to our 501(c)6 
status. This created a stall in the process, which was timely, as it would have been difficult to collect 
practitioner data during the time of COVID-19. SPG also examined our previous 5-year budget. With the 
exception of 2017, ASA has been able to cover expenses with a little extra. SPG introduced a list of 
possible and potential “ballpark” costs for ASA projects, to familiarize the Council with the financial 
landscape and to better understand the need for developing multiple types of revenue/fundraising 
streams to meet these potential costs. 

Lovell Grant - Jennifer Stone (JS) 
Lovell Grant funds integrative health and wellness 
initiatives, and are interested in the acupuncture profession. 
JS and DM are the primary investigators for this Lovell grant 
application. The Lovell Grant was awarded to ASA, with the 
goal of facilitating strategic planning focused on sustainability for the ASA and its partnering 
organizations, and to build a solid foundation for the information dissemination to the acupuncture 
profession through education, research and advocacy training. Funding has not been received due to our 
501(c)6 status and the need for a 501c3 fiscal sponsor. The Academic Consortium, a 501(c)3, is 
completing the necessary steps to become the ASA fiscal sponsor. TBI Communications has been 
consulted to create qualitative and quantitative surveys. ASA has not signed a contract with TBI at this 
time. 

Journal of the American Society of Acupuncturists  
JASA is currently being published in house by Jen Stone and her staff. In 
2019, 8800 JASA print copies were distributed. JASA is an ASA membership 
benefit. As advertising revenue decreased, alternate revenue sources such 
as grant application became necessary. The work with Lovell and TBI in the 
next year will help determine the direction for JASA. ASA will continue to help 
find JASA publishing home with professional expertise and platform. At this 
time, state organizations are encouraged to subscribe to print copy 
subscriptions. ASA thanks JS for her hard work and dedication with JASA. 
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Department of Defense/VA Orientation Course - CC, Committee Chair 
After a year of on and off work, a DoD/VA Orientation Course learning 
outcomes have been created for a 6 module online course with the 
assistance of Heather Kline, instructional designer.  This program is designed 
to assist acupuncturists who are applying for government jobs, who may not 
have a military background. The six modules involve patient care, medical 
knowledge, interprofessional communications, ethics and systems-based 
practice and goals of care. NCCAOM has been consulted to help with the 
learning management and certificate while we remain the subject matter 

experts. Thanks to CC, AEM, Patrick Sonneburg, Leslie Smith, Erin Raskin, Jason Sargis, and Heather 
Kline for their assistance. 

 
Mentor/Mentee Apprenticeship Program - CC, Committee Chair 
This program has officially begun with an enrollment of 5 mentors 
who have completed an online orientation on April 29, 2020. They will 
be placed with mentors with mentees. Thanks to AEM, Lisa Conboy, 
and Alex Russell for their assistance. ASA thanks CC for her hard 
work with these programs. For more information or to join, please 
contact Christine@ASAcu.org. 

Medicare - DM, Mori West (MW), AEM  
The ASA BOD needs a directive from Council if it is to pursue a 
strategic initiative of Medicare coverage. To determine this, a 10-
member Medicare Working Group has been created with AEM as the ASA BOD liaison to create the 
materials and survey our membership to where our state associations stand on Medicare inclusion. ASA 
will work in collaboration with NCCAOM.  

Mori West, Insurance Committee chair, is creating an FAQ Document  to address Medicare coverage 
specifically for the chronic low back pain. Despite being approved in January, CMS billing information 
became available in April. The Working Group includes Lisa Conboy, a research design consultant for this 
survey.  
 

Governance Committee - ZE, Committee Chair 
The Governance committee (GC) has been focused on developing ASA Policies and 
Procedures. A Whistle Blower and Non-Discrimination Policy have been created. We are 
awaiting information from our CPA for the Financial Policy. ASA is seeking more feedback 
for the compliance officer. Additional policies and procedures are being worked on. GC is 

currently composed of ZE and CC. GC is actively seeking new members.  

Nominating Committee - CS, Committee Chair 
CS, Nom Com Chair, along with current committee members Sarah Prater, Jennifer Broadwell, and 
Michelle Wright work to vet all those who wish to be a part of the ASA BOD. After Nom Com’s thorough 
approval process, the applicant is sent to Board for interview. After which, the Board may temporarily 
appoint the new Board member until the next properly called Council Meeting with quorum, when upon 
the Council can vote on the nominee. Nom Com also collects the information for all ASA Member 
Associations and Council Members. Nom Com members are eligible for two 2-year terms (total of 4 
years). As CS has stepped down as IPC, Sarah Prater is ASA’s new Nom Com Chair. Please send Board 
recommendations to Nom Com. 
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Herbal Committee - Linda Robinson-Hidas (LRH), Committee Chair  
DM and Eric Raymond Buckley (ERB) met with FDA regarding ephedra in 
April 2019. Eric Brand taught a class for Good Manufacturing Practices. 
ERB is working on making this an online class. Herbal Committee put 
together an Endangered Species Press Release. A Best Practices for 
Prescribing Herbal Medicine During COVID-19 Guideline was created. The 
Herbal Committee is also working on a document regarding ma huang, and 
a comment regarding Chinese import tariffs cuts at the time of COVID-19.   

Public Education/Relations Committee - Melinda Camardella, 
Committee Chair 
PE/PR Committee is working on a white paper with Leslie Smith and Charis 
Wolf to define acupuncture. It has been stalled temporarily. This committee has been very active in the 
past and will continue to be in the future. 
 
Insurance Committee, Mori West, Committee Chair 
Insurance committee is developing its infrastructure. MW will be 
submitting a code change application to the AMA CPT HCPAC 
regarding DN and needle retention. MW is monitoring the new 
CPT codes. E&M Codes will be changing in 2021. It will be a 
time to teach proper documentation and address E&M inequality. 

MW putting out an FAQ Sheet on Medicare in conjunction with the Medicare Survey Working Group. 
There have been situations where Medicare secondary insurance carriers are rejecting coverage 
because Medicare now covers acupuncture when billed by MD. A position paper to insurance carriers will 
be created to explain that acupuncturists cannot be paid directly for the services. Insurance committee is 
reaching out to connect all state association insurance committees. Insurance committee wishes to create 
many FAQs, to gather questions and be a resource for ethical insurance and billing practices. 
 

Student Committee, Alexandria Russell (AR), Committee Chair  
Student committee charter has been approved by the ASA BOD in December 2019. 
AR along with 5 regional student leaders, and other students have been working to 
build this committee. The Student Committee promotes the mission of the ASA and 
its state associations, provides student advocacy and provide leadership 
resources. Student committee has been working with Christine Cronin to develop 
the Mentor/Mentee program, which currently has 56 mentees enrolled. Various 
school events have been hosted to student lead community events. They are 
reaching out to students on their Instagram account. State associations are asked 
to reach out to their schools and students for future leaders of our profession.  

Membership Benefits Committee, Amy Lewis (AL) 
Amy Lewis has worked to develop new connections for membership benefits with some new ideas. AL 
working with LMT on some of the insurance benefits and discounts, perhaps surveying member interest. 
LMT has developed relationships with vendors and will continue to do so, in hopes to develop a more 
coordinated effort for membership discount benefits with our vendors.   
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Gratitude to our Beloved Chair, David Miller 
It has been the ASA BOD’s great privilege and pleasure to work with DM. His 
enduring love and dedication to our profession is limitless. We look forward to 
continuing to work with DM, as IPC. There are not enough words to 
encapsulate all the love and gratitude the Council and ASA BOD has for DM. 
David Miller will always be ASA’s #1 Chair. 

 
Closing Statements - DM 
David thanks our Board and Council and hopes that in 

future, someone will look back and say “Wow, they started something special at 
that time!” Please keep our common goals as our highest vision. Eyes on the 
prize! Keep the vision strong and remember that only by working together that we 
can achieve this goal. Thank you all for stepping up before, and continuing to step 
up, and those who have yet to step up. It is an incredible gift to be able to hand 
this project off to this incredible leadership. Thank you all! Thank you, for being 
YOU! 

ASA BOD thanks all Council Members and Guests and to your families for participating in our 5th Annual 
Congress Council. 
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